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ABSTRACT
Magnetic skyrmions which are topologically nontrivial magnetization configurations have attracted much attention recently due to their
potential applications in information recording and signal processing. Conventionally, magnetic skyrmions are stabilized by chiral bulk
or interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) in noncentrosymmetric B20 bulk crystals (at low temperatures) or ultrathin mag-
netic films with out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy (at room temperature), respectively. The skyrmion stability in the ultrathin films relies
on a delicate balance of their material parameters that are hard to control experimentally. Here, we propose an alternate approach to
stabilize a skyrmion in ferromagnetic media by modifying its surroundings in order to create strong dipolar fields of the radial sym-
metry. We demonstrate that artificial magnetic skyrmions can be stabilized even in a simple media such as a continuous soft ferro-
magnetic film, provided that it is coupled to a hard magnetic antidot matrix by exchange and dipolar interactions, without any DMI.
Néel skyrmions, either isolated or arranged in a 2D array with a high packing density, can be stabilized using antidot as small as
40 nm in diameter for soft magnetic films made of Permalloy. When the antidot diameter is increased, the skyrmion configuration
transforms into a curled one, becoming an intermediate between the Néel and Bloch skyrmions. In addition to skyrmions, the con-
sidered nanostructure supports the formation of nontopological magnetic solitons that may be regarded as skyrmions with a reversed
core.
© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5093371., s
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of new data storage technologies that com-
bine ultrahigh areal density and low power consumption is one of
the highest priorities of modern nanoscience. Recently, topologically
stabilized magnetization configurations—magnetic skyrmions—
were proposed as candidates for the implementation of the next gen-
eration of memory and logic devices.1 Magnetic skyrmions which
are two-dimensional spin textures with sizes ranging from a few
to several hundred nanometers have been the focus of interest of
researchers during the last decade. Hexagonal skyrmion lattices
were discovered in noncentrosymmetric crystals with B20 struc-
ture2–4 and in ultrathin Fe/Ir(111) films,5,6 at low temperatures.
Then, the concept of individual skyrmion stabilization in ultrathin
films at room temperature by interface induced Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction (DMI) was suggested by Fert et al.,7,8 resulting in
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observation of such skyrmions in ultrathin multilayer films and dots
of Co/Pt, Ir/Co/Pt, etc.9–13 Both kinds of chiral skyrmions are stabi-
lized due to the presence of the relativistic Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction, bulk DMI14,15 in the former and interface DMI16 in
the latter case. The main requirements for application of nanoscale
skyrmions in information processing and spintronic devices are
skyrmion stability at room temperature and without an external
magnetic field. The lattices of B20 skyrmions are stable only at low
temperatures and high magnetic fields, which makes their use in any
device applications difficult.
It was found recently that magnetic skyrmions can be driven
by a spin-transfer torque mechanism at a very low current den-
sity.17 This enables devices with much smaller power consumption
and faster processing. The effect has been demonstrated at low tem-
peratures in both chiral bulk magnetic structures18–20 and ultrathin
films.21,22
Recently, the controllable creation, annihilation, and manip-
ulation of interfacial-DMI induced nanoscale skyrmions at room
temperature were experimentally demonstrated.9–13,23 However, the
room temperature skyrmion stability in the ultrathin films relies
on a delicate balance of the exchange interaction, uniaxial mag-
netic anisotropy, and DMI. These parameters are poorly controlled
for layer thicknesses of and below 1 nm. Thus, skyrmions in such
films are typically metastable, i.e., they can be easily destroyed by
thermal agitation or weak external fields.24 Alternatively, it was
demonstrated that Bloch skyrmions can be stabilized in the absence
of DMI either in artificial crystals formed by the combination of
nanodot arrays and perpendicularly magnetized films25 or in sub-
micron dots with moderate perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.26,27
Also, skyrmion lattices at room temperature in the absence of exter-
nal magnetic field, stabilized by a competition between the intrin-
sic exchange, magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and dipolar interac-
tion, were experimentally observed in a multiferroic Ni2MnGa
single crystals with inversion symmetry.28 However, relatively thick
(at least few nanometers) films of soft magnetic materials were
never considered as a medium for skyrmion formation. Their main
practical advantage is much lower magnetization damping in com-
parison with mentioned ultrathin multilayers (e.g., for Ni80Fe20,
the Gilbert damping constant α ≤ 0.01) that allows us to consider
microwave devices on their basis. As expected, the stabilization
of skyrmions in such objects requires principally new underlying
mechanisms.
In this work, by means of analytical theory and micromagnetic
simulations, we demonstrate the route to obtain stable magnetic
skyrmions and their dense arrays in soft ferromagnetic continuous
films without DMI. Our main idea is to create skyrmions by means
of a strong stray dipolar field generated by a patterned hard mag-
netic layer near the soft magnetic film in a hybrid bilayer structure.
Recently, we have used a similar approach to overcome the lim-
its of vortex formation in soft ferromagnetic nanodots by dipolarly
coupling them to the antidot matrix.29 Here, we show that the com-
peting exchange and dipolar interactions in the patterned nanos-
tructures can lead to the stabilization of magnetic topological soliton
states, including chiral Néel and curled skyrmions, as well as their
nontopological counterparts.
The nanostructure under consideration is shown in Fig. 1.
It consists of a continuous soft ferromagnetic film of thickness
tSL, which is in contact with a patterned hard magnetic layer of
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the considered nanostructure, consisting of a soft mag-
netic layer underneath of a hard magnetic antidot matrix with perpendicular mag-
netization. (b) Cross section showing the distribution of the stray magnetic field
created by the hard layer.
thickness tHL, having a circular hole (an antidot) with diameter d.
The hard layer (HL) possesses sufficient perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy for the magnetization to be in the saturated out-of-
plane state at zero external field. Since the soft and hard mag-
netic layers are in direct contact, a nonzero interlayer exchange
interaction exists between them. The antidot can be isolated,
or a two-dimensional antidot lattice can be formed in the film
plane.
II. ANALYTICAL THEORY
A. Model and magnetic energy of the nanostructure
To understand which magnetization configurations can be sta-
bilized in the studied nanostructure, we consider the magnetic
energy of the system as a functional of its magnetic state.30 We
assume that the magnetization in the hard layer is uniform and is
directed perpendicularly to the film plane, MHL = pMHLez , where
p = ±1 corresponds to the magnetization direction “up” or “down,”
MHL is the saturation magnetization of the hard layer, and ez is the
out-of-plane unit vector. This assumption is valid if the perpendic-
ular magnetic anisotropy of the hard layer is sufficiently strong (see
supplementary material, SM #2 for details). In addition, we assume
that the thickness of the soft layer is of the order of or smaller than
the material exchange length so that the magnetization distribu-
tion of the soft layer can be considered uniform along the thickness
z-coordinate. In the following, we consider the case of an isolated
antidot.
The magnetic energy of the soft layer can be written as
W[MSL(ρ)] = ∫wd2ρ, where ρ is the two-dimensional radius-
vector in the soft layer plane and w is the energy density. The
latter is comprised by the nonuniform exchange (wex), Zeeman
(wZ), dipolar (wdip), and interlayer exchange (wIL) contributions.
For derivation of the explicit expressions for magnetic energy den-
sity, we describe the magnetization of the soft layer in terms
of the spherical azimuthal and polar angles θ and φ so that
MSL = MSL(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). Then, the nonuniform
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exchange energy is
wex = tSLASL((∇θ)2 + (∇φ)2sin2θ), (1)
where ASL is the exchange stiffness of the soft layer. The energy of
the interlayer exchange is equal to
wIL = −pJ cos θΘ(ρ/R − 1), (2)
where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function31 and J is the interlayer
exchange strength.
The term wZ describes the energy of the magnetization in an
external magnetic field. In the considered case, the magnetic field
consists of two contributions: the applied field, which is assumed
to be perpendicular to the film plane (Be = Be,zez), and the stray
field Bad produced by the hard layer with an antidot. The stray field
is radially symmetric and has two components, perpendicular to
the film plane component Bad,z and a radial component Bad,ρ (see
supplementary material, SM #1 for details). The first one is approxi-
mately constant in the soft film region under the antidot and changes
its sign near the antidot border [see Fig. 2(a)]. The radial compo-
nent increases with the distance from the antidot center and peaks
at its border before decaying toward zero. Using the in-plane polar
coordinate system (ρ, χ), the Zeeman energy density is expressed
as
wZ = −tSLMSL(Bz cos θ + Bρ sin θ cos(φ − χ)). (3)
The dipolar energy is produced by nonzero magnetostatic
charges, which have two contributions—surface charges M ⋅ ez and
volume charges (∇ ⋅M). In thin films, the first contribution can be
approximated as the energy density,
wdip,s = tSL μ0M2SL2 cos2θ, (4)
FIG. 2. (a) Normalized profile of the stray field, created by the hard magnetic layer
with an antidot, in the soft magnetic one (micromagnetic calculations). The antidot
aspect ratio tHL/R = 0.75. (b) Schematic magnetization profiles of topological and
nontopological solitons expected in the nanostructure.
i.e., it describes the in-plane shape anisotropy of a thin ferromag-
netic film. For calculation of the volume contribution, we assume
that the solution we are searching for has a radial symmetry, θ = θ(ρ)
and φ(ρ, χ) = χ + ψ(ρ). This is a natural assumption because of the
radial symmetry of the nanostructure. Then, the density of volume
charges ∇ ⋅M =MSLρ−1∂ρ[ρ sin θ(ρ) cosψ(ρ)] depends only on the
radial coordinate ρ. This means that the corresponding dipolar field
has only a radial component, Bdip,ρ(ρ) = μ0 ∫Gρρ(ρ,ρ′)Mρ(ρ′)d2ρ′,
where Gρρ is the ρρ-component of the tensor magnetostatic Green’s
function, defined in supplementary material, SM #1, averaged over
the film thickness. In the case φ = χ ± π/2, the volume magnetic
charges and corresponding demagnetizing field are identically equal
to zero. The density of the volume contribution to the dipolar energy
density is equal to
wdip,v = −tSL MSL2 sin θ cos(φ − χ)Bdip,ρ. (5)
B. Soliton structure
Stable and metastable magnetization distributions of the soft
layer correspond to minima of the energy W[MSL(ρ)]. Away from
the antidot, the magnetization distribution is determined by com-
peting dipolar and interlayer exchange interactions. If the interlayer
exchange energy (J) is strong enough, at least J > tSLμ0M2SL (see
details in supplementary material, SM #2), the soft layer has per-
pendicular magnetization. It is easy to satisfy this inequality for high
quality soft/hard interfaces.
Magnetization distributions that minimize the energy
W[MSL(ρ)] are the solutions of the corresponding Euler-Lagrange
equation. The equation for the azimuthal magnetization angle φ(ρ)
has the following form:
λ2SL∇(sin2θ∇φ) = 1μ0MSL (Bρ + Bdip,ρ[θ,φ]) sin θ sin(φ − χ), (6)
where λSL = √2ASL/μ0M2SL is the exchange length of the soft layer
material (λSL ≈ 5 nm for Permalloy). It is clear that Eq. (6) has
exact solutions φ = χ or φ = χ + π, which correspond to the radial
direction of the in-plane magnetization component, as is in Néel
skyrmion configurations. Simultaneously, it follows from Eq. (6)
that the function φ = χ ± π/2 is not a solution, although in this
case Bdip,ρ[θ, φ] = 0. Thus, we cannot expect the formation of
magnetic solitons with an exact Bloch-like structure, for example,
Bloch skyrmions. Instead, Eq. (6) has a solution in the form φ = χ
+ ψ(ρ), which describes a magnetization configuration with a
complex curling in-plane component. The Néel-like magnetization
configuration is favored by the Zeeman term (the magnetization
direction is parallel to the radial stray field), while the dipolar
term promotes the formation of curled magnetization distribution
(to minimize the volume “magnetic charges”). Therefore, one can
expect a transition from the Néel-like solitons to the curled solitons
when the role of the dipolar energy increases in comparison with the
Zeeman energy.
Next, we consider the properties of the function θ(ρ) in the case
of Néel-like solitons with φ = χ, which can be realized for the hard
layer polarization p = +1 (so that the in-plane magnetization compo-
nent is parallel to the radial stray field). Then, the magnetic energy
density is reduced to
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w = tSLASL⎛⎝(dθdρ)2 + ( 1ρ2 − 1λ2SL )sin2θ⎞⎠− tSLMSL(Bz cos θ + Bρ sin θ) + wdip,v + wIL, (7)
where Bρ > 0. Equation (7) determines the properties of the func-
tion θ(ρ), namely, θ(∞) → 0, and sin θ cos θ → Cρ, dθ/dρ → C at ρ→ 0 (see supplementary material, SM #3 for details). These condi-
tions are the same as for two-dimensional solitons in easy-axis fer-
romagnetic films.32 Accounting that the soliton topological charge
is proportional to cos θ(0) − cos θ(∞),30 the solitons can be either
topological, when θ = π − Cρ at ρ → 0, so that the magnetization
direction in the core and that far from the core at ρ→∞ are oppo-
site, or nontopological, with θ = Cρ at ρ → 0. In the case when the
external magnetic field almost compensates the z-component of the
antidot stray field, the second term in Eq. (7) stimulates the forma-
tion of an in-plane magnetization, θ = π/2 at ρ > λSL. Moreover,
the radial component of the stray field also promotes the magne-
tization to lie in the soft layer plane and even leads to a decrease in
the soliton core size (see supplementary material, SM #4). Thus, one
can expect the following structure of magnetic solitons: a core with
out-of-plane magnetization in the center of the antidot followed by
an in-plane magnetized part and the transition to the magnetiza-
tion direction θ = 0 near the antidot edge, as depicted schemati-
cally in Fig. 2(b). It should be noted that in the considered case of
the compensated out-of-plane stray field, the energy of a soliton
does not depend on the core polarization. Thus, both the topo-
logical soliton (skyrmion) and the nontopological soliton can exist
simultaneously.
III. MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
In order to validate the analytical calculations and provide a
deeper insight into possible magnetization distributions in the stud-
ied hybrid nanostructure (Fig. 1), we performed a set of micro-
magnetic simulations, using the MuMax3 micromagnetic simula-
tion code.33 We used Ni80Fe20 (Permalloy, saturation magnetization
MSL = 8.1 × 105 A/m, exchange stiffness ASL = 1.05 × 10−11 J/m)
for the soft ferromagnetic layer, which has low damping (α ≤ 0.01)
and, therefore, good microwave properties. For the material of hard
layer (HL) with antidots, we have explored different materials with
saturation magnetization varied from MHL = 4 × 105 A/m (Co/Pd
multilayers) to MHL = 1 × 106 A/m (Fe/Pt multilayers). Our simula-
tions showed qualitatively the same results within the studied range
of the magnetic and geometrical parameters. However, higher values
of the saturation magnetization of the hard layer allow for the for-
mation of magnetic soliton configurations at smaller matrix thick-
nesses tHL and for smaller antidot diameters d due to the stronger
stray magnetic field generated by the antidot matrix. For this reason,
here we focused our attention on the study of the magnetic behav-
ior of patterned nanostructures with a hard layer of large saturation
magnetization: we used the material parameters of Fe/Pt multilayers
with MHL = 1000 kA/m, exchange stiffness AHL = 2 × 10−11 J/m,
and perpendicular anisotropy constant Ku = 1 × 106 J/m3.34 The
thickness of the Permalloy layer was fixed at 3 nm, while the matrix
thickness, antidot diameter, and distance between them were sys-
tematically varied. The cell size was fixed to (2 × 2 × 1) nm3. We also
performed simulations with different cell sizes along the z-direction
to verify that there are no simulation artifacts in the calculations of
the exchange coupling between the layers. The interlayer exchange
coupling between the layers was introduced as the volume exchange
interaction with the exchange stiffness being the mean value of stiff-
ness of soft and hard layers, AIL = (ASL + AHL)/2. This approach is
often used in micromagnetic simulations and was confirmed exper-
imentally, i.e., for a CoPd/NiFe multilayer system.35 Formally, it
is equivalent to the interlayer coupling with the constant J = (ASL
+ AHL)/(aSL + aHL) ≈ 70 mJ/m2, where a is the lattice constant of
the corresponding layer. The effects of interantidot interactions were
studied by the application of the periodic boundary condition with
the unit cell 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 antidots.
In the simulations, a strong perpendicular external magnetic
field of 1.2 T was applied first in order to completely saturate the
hybrid nanostructure. After saturation, the applied magnetic field
was gradually reduced to zero, and magnetization configuration was
found at each step of the field decrease by the energy minimization
starting from previous one (damping constants were set αSL = αHL
= 0.1 to speed up simulations). A sufficiently large perpendicular
anisotropy in the hard layer prevents matrix reversal in zero and
moderate negative fields.
First, we consider the case of an isolated antidot. Different mag-
netization configurations of the soft layer, observed at remanence
for a fixed thickness of the hard layer tHL = 20 nm and different
antidot diameters, are shown in Fig. 3. In the case of very small
antidots, d ≤ 30 nm, the remanent state is a quasi-single-domain
(SL) with an almost completely in-plane magnetization in the region
below the antidot [Fig. 3(a)]. When the diameter is increased, we
observe different soliton magnetization configurations. In the range
d = 40–60 nm, the remanent state is a Néel skyrmion [Fig. 3(b)].
For d = 75–150 nm, we observe the formation of a nontopologi-
cal counterpart of the Néel skyrmion, which has the same direction
of magnetization in the core and away from the antidot, separated
by a region with in-plane magnetization pointing in a radial direc-
tion [Fig. 3(c)]. Finally, in perfect agreement with analytical predic-
tions, the in-plane part of the magnetization distribution becomes
curled with a further increase in antidot diameter and the soliton
becomes an intermediate state between the Néel and Bloch soli-
tons [Fig. 3(e)]. It is clear that the polar angle of magnetization
varies with the distance from the soliton core. This is related to
the spatial dependence of the radial component of the stray field
generated by the antidot matrix. Note that the magnetization con-
figuration of the soft layer is determined by the polarity of the hard
layer, chosen to be p = +1. If it is reversed, then the magnetization
of the soft layer is reversed too. In particular, the Néel skyrmion
becomes of inward structure, instead of the outward one shown
in Fig. 3.
Note that in the case of zero external magnetic field, the per-
pendicular component Bz of the stray field is not compensated. This
removes the energy degeneracy of the skyrmion and its nontopo-
logical counterpart and results in an increase in the skyrmion core
size and a decrease in the core size of the nontopological solitons.
It happens because in the former case the core direction is paral-
lel to the total field, while in the latter it is antiparallel [compare
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. In addition, the uncompensated perpendic-
ular stray field leads to a weak tilt of the “in-plane” part of the
magnetic soliton from perfect in-plane direction. Of course, when
the stray field is compensated by an external field, this tilt dis-
appears and the solitons acquire a structure shown schematically
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FIG. 3. Different remanent states of the soft layer in zero bias field: top—in-plane view, bottom—x-z central cross section. (a) Quasi-single-domain state (antidot diameter d
= 30 nm). [(b) and (d)] Néel skyrmion (d = 50 nm and 75 nm, respectively). (c) Néel nontopological soliton (d = 75 nm). (e) Curled nontopological soliton (d = 200 nm). (f)
Curled skyrmion (d = 200 nm). The soft film thickness is 3 nm, and the hard layer thickness is 20 nm. Note different scales for (a)–(d) and (e) and (f) correspondently.
in Fig. 2(b) with degenerated skyrmion and nontopological soliton
configurations.
The observation of skyrmions or nontopological solitons at
remanence is directly related with the strength of the out-of-plane
stray field of the antidot matrix. This effect is clearly seen in the
simulated minor hysteresis loops, shown in Fig. 4. These loops were
obtained by the application of an external magnetic field, which was
varied from +1.2 T to −0.5 T and then back to +1.2 T, thus avoid-
ing the magnetization reversal of the matrix. The hysteresis loops
are asymmetric with respect to the external field. This asymmetry
is more pronounced for smaller antidot diameters and, naturally,
for thicker hard layers. Therefore, for smaller values of the anti-
dot diameter (e.g., for d = 50 nm), both core reversals, from up to
down and back, occur at positive external fields. This results in the
existence of only one stable configuration at remanence, with the
core polarity opposite to the matrix magnetization, i.e., skyrmion
configuration [Fig. 4(a)]. On the contrary, for larger antidot diam-
eters (e.g., for d = 100 nm), the core reversal from up to down occurs
at a relatively small negative field [Fig. 4(b)]. Therefore, there are
two stable magnetic states at remanence [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) and
Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]. While the nontopological soliton is naturally
formed when the perpendicular field is reduced to zero from positive
saturation, it can be transformed into the skyrmion state by applying
a small negative field. However, to transform the skyrmion back into
the nontopological soliton, it is necessary to apply a large positive
field.
Our results are summarized in Fig. 5 in the form of a phase
diagram of the different magnetization configurations of the soft
FIG. 4. Simulated minor hysteresis loop of nanostructure
under a perpendicular external field (without reversal of the
hard layer). For better vertical resolution, only the magneti-
zation of the soft layer in the region twice larger in diameter
than antidot is accounted. tHL = 20 nm, d = 50 nm (a) and d
= 100 nm (b).
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram of remanent states of the soft magnetic film after perpendic-
ular saturation. SD—quasi-single-domain state, Sk—skyrmion. The shaded area
corresponds to the region where both the skyrmion and nontopological soliton
states are stable at zero bias field. Outside this region, the nontopological soliton
state is unstable.
magnetic layer at remanence. The quasi-single-domain (SD) state is
observed in the range of small antidots and thin hard layers. The
soliton states appear at remanence above a certain critical antidot
diameter for a given matrix thickness. Naturally, this critical diame-
ter becomes smaller when the thickness of the hard layer increases
since a thicker matrix creates a stronger stray field. In our sim-
ulations, we observed the Néel skyrmions in antidots as small as
40 nm in diameter. It should be emphasized that this size is much
smaller than the characteristic sizes for which other topologically
nontrivial configurations—magnetic vortices—are observed in iso-
lated magnetic nanodots of the same diameter (see, e.g., Ref. 36).
Thus, our simulations confirm the crucial role of the stray field
generated by the antidot matrix in decreasing the soliton core size
and stabilizing nontrivial magnetization configurations in smaller
objects. It is clear from Fig. 5 that the Néel skyrmion is stable in
the range of smaller antidot diameters and thicker hard layers. In
the opposite range, the stray field from the hard matrix is smaller
and the role of the demagnetizing energy of the soft layer increases,
promoting the formation of curled skyrmions. The diagram also
shows the region of bistability, where both skyrmion and nontopo-
logical soliton states with opposite core polarities are stable at zero
field. This bistability at remanence requires larger antidots when
the thickness of the hard layer increases because the perpendicular
stray field from the matrix increases with the ratio tHL/d increas-
ing. Such a situation is impossible in ferromagnetic materials with
bulk or interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, in which only
skyrmions can be stabilized, and an attempt to reverse the skyrmion
core leads to the disappearance of nontrivial magnetization
configurations.
In all the simulated data presented above, the thickness of the
soft layer was fixed to tSL = 3 nm. We have performed more sim-
ulations where tSL was varied. These simulations showed almost
no change in the phase diagram of the remanent magnetization
states (Fig. 5). This insensitivity is related to a combination of the
dominant role of the exchange interaction, the stray field from the
hard layer, and dipolar contributions from surface magnetic charges
in the determination of the magnetization distributions in the soft
layer. All these contributions have the same dependence on the soft
layer thickness [see Eqs. (2), (3), and (5)]. Only the term correspond-
ing to the volume magnetic charges has a different dependence on
the soft layer thickness [Eq. (6)]. Its effect is rather weak, especially
in the determination of the critical size of the antidot supporting
skyrmion formation (see supplementary material, SM #4). The only
requirement on the soft layer thickness is that it should be smaller
than a critical value (see calculations in supplementary material,
SM #2). Above this critical value, the exchange interaction between
hard and soft layers becomes insufficient to stabilize out-of-plane
magnetization in the second one at positions away from the anti-
dot. In this case, the inhomogeneous magnetization configurations
exist in the soft magnetic layer, forming a kind of exchange spring.37
For the studied hybrid magnetic system, it happens for Permalloy
thicknesses above 5 nm.
Finally, the influence of the antidot periodicity on the soliton
configuration was studied by varying the distance between antidots
arranged into square arrays. For this purpose, we fixed tHL = 30 nm
and d = 40 nm, which is the smallest antidot diameter and hard
layer thickness combination allowing the existence of the skyrmions,
and vary the antidot periodicity from almost the isolated case to a
very closely packed array of 60 nm periodicity. Figure 6 shows the
evolution of magnetic configuration at the remanent state for differ-
ent antidot periods. The Néel skyrmion for the antidot arrays with
period ≥100 nm and the Néel nontopological soliton for the period
in the range 70–90 nm can be seen in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively.
Finally, at periods of 60 nm and below, the in-plane quasi-single-
domain state is formed, as seen in Fig. 6(c). The decrease in antidot
lattice period affects the soft magnetic layer configuration stability
in a way similar as does the decrease in the hard layer thickness.
Both changes lead to the reduction of the stray field density inside
the antidot. However, in a broad region of the antidot lattice peri-
ods, only the polarity of the soliton is affected by a decrease in the
perpendicular stray field. At very high packing densities, the radial
stray field becomes weak enough to support the formation of mag-
netic soliton states. For antidot lattices of other geometries (e.g.,
honeycomb), we expect similar results since the main impact is pro-
duced by a reduction of stray fields and not by interaction (either
exchange or dipolar) between neighbor solitons. Indeed, contribu-
tion from the exchange interaction is negligible since the nearest
solitons are separated by uniformly magnetized regions with the
size much larger than the exchange length. Also, the dipolar inter-
action between soliton cores decreases rapidly with the intercore
distance and for the 3 nm thick core became insignificant at few
tens of nanometers.38–40 Therefore, the only difference between var-
ious lattice geometries will be in the critical lattice constant at which
the skyrmion state loses its stability. The mentioned weakness of
intersoliton interaction leads to the possibility to switch the mag-
netic configuration of individual elements in a dense square array
(period 70–90 nm) from the Néel nontopological soliton to the
Néel skyrmion by applying locally the relatively small negative per-
pendicular field. This property allows us to consider the proposed
system for applications in information storage as recording media
and in magnonics as reconfigurable two-dimensional magnonic
crystals.41
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FIG. 6. Remanent magnetization states
of the soft magnetic film, coupled to a
30 nm thick antidot matrix with antidots
of diameter 40 nm and different periods
of the square antidot lattice: (a) 100 nm
antidot lattice period (Néel skyrmion
state), (b) 80 nm period (Néel nontopo-
logical state), (c) 60 nm period (quasi-
single-domain state).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a novel method to achieve mag-
netic skyrmion configurations in soft ferromagnetic films with-
out Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. Our approach is based on
using a hybrid nanostructure, where a soft magnetic layer is cou-
pled by dipolar and interlayer exchange interactions to an out-
of-plane magnetized hard layer having an antidot or antidot lat-
tice. In this nanostructure, interlayer exchange is responsible for
the soft layer magnetization direction away from the antidot
(out-of-plane direction). Simultaneously, the radial component of
the stray magnetic field generated by the antidot plays a crucial
role in the formation of inhomogeneous magnetization configura-
tions in the soft magnetic layer near the antidot—the radial Néel
skyrmions.
We showed by means of micromagnetic simulations that the
proposed patterned nanostructure allows for the realization of topo-
logically nontrivial magnetization configurations for antidots as
small as 40 nm in diameter (for a Permalloy soft magnetic layer).
Depending on the material and geometric parameters, it is possi-
ble to achieve the formation of stable Néel solitons (skyrmions or
their nontopological counterparts) at remanence, or curled solitons
with a complex magnetization distribution, resembling an interme-
diate state between the Néel and Bloch skyrmions. The formation
of the curled solitons is a result of the competing demagnetizing
and Zeeman energy contributions to the stray field created by the
antidot matrix. The curled skyrmions are realized in the case of rel-
atively thin hard layers and large antidot diameters, while smaller
antidots and thicker hard layers support the formation of Néel
skyrmions.
The proposed nanostructure also allows for the formation of
a two-dimensional skyrmion lattice with a high packing density.
When the separation between antidots becomes smaller than their
sizes, the skyrmion configuration in the soft layer is suppressed
in favor of a quasi-single-domain state. Our findings open a way
for investigation of the magnetic skyrmions in soft magnetic mate-
rials with good high-frequency properties due to low magnetiza-
tion damping and their possible applications in microwave and
information storage devices.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for different aspects of analytical
theory that are described in detail: calculation of the stray field from
a hard magnetic layer with an antidot (SM #1), condition on the
interlayer exchange (SM #2), properties of the function θ(ρ) deter-
mining the magnetization profile of the soft magnetic layer (SM #3),
and estimation of the soliton core radius (SM #4).
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